
 

 

Community preparation 

 

Shire Council and Cabbage Tree Creek Community:  in early 2019 we undertook an 

emergency planning exercise through the East Gippsland Shire Council.  We, the Hall 

Management Committee, requested this from Shire, as their process requires.  It consisted of 

3 60 - 90 minute meetings, intended to cover all manner of possible emergency but 

particularly those considered, by the meeting, to be most urgent and likely. 

 

This process resulted in a short document held by Shire.  There was no follow-through by 

Shire to increase preparedness for emergency and little by the community.  On the part of the 

community I attribute this to a lack of capacity and expertise.  During the bushfires I saw no 

evidence this document was used.  There was no communication between Shire and the Hall 

Management Committee (at least not that I'm aware of and I'm the Secretary). 

 

What prepared our community was previous experiences of evacuation (2014) and good 

communication within the community.  The Vic Emergency app and ABC Gippsland were 

widely used and useful. 

 

The area around us has been extensively burned, and logged, in recent years.  My observation 

is that recently burnt areas burnt again.  Some plantation (esp blue-gum) burnt ferociously.  

Low-lying, wet gullies around Cabbage Tree are generally the areas that are unburnt or 

mildly burnt. 

 

In our own case preparedness is a process and an expensive one that we've been gradually 

improving over years.  Throughout the crisis we had a fire bunker sitting in a yard in Orbost.  

The week it was to be installed all the earth-moving equipment in Far East Gippsland became 

unavailable owing to urgent work on containment lines.  That hurt a bit.  This year we will 

install sprinklers, an additional pump, hoses and probably improved shutters.  All up this will 

cost us approx $40,000.  Our current plan is to evacuate.  My partner went to Eden, which 

seemed sensible at the time but was awful, and I went to Orbost, expecting to find a relief 

centre there.  As I hope you know, Shire failed totally on that point.  I camped on the Orbost 

cricket oval for three days volunteering at the relief centre.  Over that first week it was closed 

and re-opened three times I believe.  Communications were hopeless, staff were unsupported 

and under cruel stress.  

 

 

Victorian Government and emergency services preparation 

 

Orbost CFA is excellent (Dickie Johnstone should get a medal).  Emergency services has 

good volunteers, the logging industry has heavy machinery capacity and operators and, I'm 

guessing, we seemed to never have less than about 20 CFA trucks, and the DELWP office 

operating in Orbost must have helped. 

 



Cann River was hit early, was cut off and had 1 truck.  It's a miracle nobody died.  This is 

exactly what the community said would happen and were told repeatedly that it wouldn't.  

 Combienbar had no trucks.  Club Terrace may have had 1 - probably should have been 

evacuated the day before.  Cabbage Tree has no fire service of it's own, nor the capacity in 

the population to have one. 

 

Protect the environment?  Are you joking?  Rapacious logging, drought, weeds and feral 

animals (esp deer) and repeated fire, both fuel reduction and lightning strike (plus a few old 

buggers who refuse to believe that can't burn off when and how they always used to - result: 

escaping into wildfires)  means that, despite the work of a few biologists and 

environmentalists, this haven of biodiversity was in deep trouble before the fires and much, 

much worse since.  In this area the logging lobby is very powerful and is all about operating 

heavy machinery.   

 

In this area of high unemployment the summer fire crew jobs (burn-offs) are higly valued.  

Machinery operators get contracts, unemployed or under-employed individuals get a 

temporary income. The burns are, however, often remote, on the pretext of so-called  

'environmental burns'  (the scientific basis for this practive is out-dated to say the least) or 

fuel reduction burns.   There was a period a few years back when Victoria has a quota for 

land-area burnt and so the perverse incentive was for big, remote burns that do not protect 

communities.  There was one year when 70% (I think it was) of the quota occurred in East 

Gippsland. 

 

 

Community response 

 

The community response came late and was in the early stages hopeful/optimistic or 

ideologically oriented towards 'normalization', that it, it's all natural and just city people 

panicking, why are they living in the bush if they can't cope with fire?, that sort of stuff  And, 

of course, greenies are to blame.  We have very high levels of climate change denial out here, 

which is pretty much to say, low levels of income, low levels of education, high levels of 

right-wing orientation.  The Herald Sun is the paper most read and our local paper is like a 

small version of Murdoch (monopoly, high owner-editorial control, right-wing).  This is 

relevant because who goes and when they go looks like a class issue to me. 

 

Do you have insurance?  Is your house all you've got, and it took you a lifetime to get that, 

and life without it is unthinkable?  Can you even afford the fuel and hotel bills? Do you have 

social/family support networks outside the region? Are your animals the foundation of you 

existence, economically or emotionally?  Do you have the literacy and connected-ness to 

understand the advice?  These are all immediate, practical considerations driven by class.  

Related to this is that if you are in a low socio-economic bracket then you're more likely to be 

a climate change denier and thus more likely to discount the increased seriousness and the 

difference between these fires and fires of decades gone by. 

 

 

Having said that, as the situation became more serious the community was very practical and 

mutually helpful.  In general people followed warnings and advice.  A small number of 

people found clever ways around road-blocks and the like but did so intelligently. 

 

 



 

Victorian Government and emergency services response 

 

The most important point here is really the advance preparedness.  Every indication 

throughout the whole of 2019 (record drought on record drought, hottest temps on hottest 

temps) was for disastrous bush-fires.  We had a whole year.  So much more should have been 

done early. 

I'll restrict further comment here to the day before the fires took off and the weeks after.   

 

Saving life - patchy and dependent on remoteness. 

public information on ABC and Vic emergency app very good.  Rupert Murdoch is not fit to 

hold a media licence  

 

Evacuation plans failed to achieve evacuation in a coordinated or really effective way.  

Orbost was chaos, really.  People didn't leave Cann R or Club Terrace.  Messaging to tourists 

was weak or ineffective or ineffectively broadcast. 

 

The Defence forces looked under-employed and uncertain about what they were doing there.  

 

International assistance:  really interesting differences in approach to fire-fighting and I'm 

sure that will be valuable in future.  Not so sure the size of the contribution was very 

significant.  Were there really 10 water-bombers in California available that were never 

requested?   

 

Support for people cut off was pretty minimal if you were remote. 

Mental health:  no, not happening and potentially dangerous, certainly detrimental.  My 

biggest criticism here is that this region has high levels of substance abuse, domestic violence 

and social isolation.  These services are available very rarely and to very few (and again there 

is a class dimension to that) in Far East Gippsland.  I have little doubt that all those problems 

have increased and will remain extra high for quite some time.  Surely that's a known thing.  

Surely the response should get onto providing those services as a priority because they affect 

community capacity.  Still very, very little on the ground.  Also, in this region, there would 

be/is a lot of resistance to taking up the offer of these services, so the actual delivery needs to 

be very well considered. 

 

 

Relief activities 

 

The immediate payments pretty much covered our hotel and travel bills (Eden - Canberra - 

round through Melbourne to get home, basically partner and kids were chased by fire for a 

week). 

Haven't had any experience, good or bad, of Vic Govt. 

The evacuation centre in Orbost was awful even when it was open.  In  Cann was non-

existent.  Shire hopeless, as mentioned above. 

Donation of goods was incredible but very wasteful and uncoordinated.  Some excellent 

donations around food-for-wildlife however, and nice contribution by a couple Orbost 

plumbers to quickly turn out a mass of water and pellet feeders. 

Haven't seen volunteer support very much.  Assuming here you don't mean SES and CFA. 



Ag Dept staff were very helpful. 

 

 

Recovery activities 

 

BRV look like they're floundering with community engagement.  Our Shire is pretty 

dysfunctional and it looks like that isn't helping.  I'm currently very worried about the 

recovery effort being dominated by local 'old boys' network.  Our community organisations 

were struggling before the fires and I'm not seeing them in this region.  I assume they have 

enough to keep them busy in Bairsdale and Lakes Ent and closer, larger communities. 

 

In principle I'd support the creation of these agencies but right now I'm concerned that we're 

not talking about fire frequency and intensity getting worse, as we know it will, in coming 

years: That has to be part of how we build. 

 

I'm not seeing any coordination between communities and these agencies in a deep sense.  

Community engagement is superficial and, in my view, speaking as an anthropologist, lazy 

and naive.  Obviously it's hurried and they have to be cut some slack for that but they just 

don't seem to have done their homework about the nature of these communities.  ABS at 

least.  

 

This region was already in crisis.  It's very divided between those who want a return to the 

past and those who want to build a different future.  This crisis is an opportunity if it's done 

well.  The alternative is that the existing crisis will get worse on worse.   

 

 

 
  
 




